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Abstract

Fixed-angle rotation operation of vectors is widely used in signal processing, graphics, and robotics. Various optimized coordinate rotation digital computer (CORDIC) designs have been proposed for uniform rotation of vectors through known and specified angles. Nevertheless, in the presence of faults, such hardware architectures are potentially vulnerable. In this thesis, we propose efficient error detection schemes for two fixed-angle rotation designs, i.e., the Interleaved Scaling and Cascaded Single-rotation CORDIC. To the best of our knowledge, this work is the first in providing reliable architectures for these variants of CORDIC. The former is suitable for low-area applications and, hence, we propose recomputing with encoded operands schemes which add negligible area overhead to the designs. Moreover, the proposed error detection schemes for the latter variant are optimized for efficient applications which hamper the performance of the architectures negligibly. We present three variants of recomputing with encoded operands to detect both transient and permanent faults, coupled with signature-based schemes. The overheads of the proposed designs are assessed through Xilinx FPGA implementations and their effectiveness is benchmarked through error simulations. The results give confidence for the proposed efficient architectures which can be tailored based on the reliability requirements and the overhead to be tolerated.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 CORDIC Algorithm

Coordinate rotation digital computer (CORDIC) algorithm is an efficient iterative approach used for rotating vectors on a plane. The CORDIC algorithm was originally described for the computation of trigonometric functions [1]. The research work carried out later on CORDIC [2] provides solutions to a wide group of other operations such as multiplication and division. The CORDIC algorithm is used not only in the computation of the magnitude and phase of a vector but also in applications such as complex number multiplication, matrix inversion, logarithmic, transcendental functions, and singular value decomposition (SVD) for signal and image processing [3–5]. Low latencies could be achieved for this algorithm; yet, it is mainly attractive because of its low-complexity hardware implementations [6]. This is much preferred in deeply-embedded systems (embedded deeply into human body and objects) which are often battery-powered, e.g., pacemakers for which low-area/power/energy computations are needed. In [7–11], CORDIC architectures with angle recording (AR) schemes are presented which reduce the number of iterations for the computations of complex multiplications. This is accomplished by coding the angle of rotation as a linear combination of a set of elementary angle of fine-grained (micro) rotations. We note that, nonetheless, the hardware and time complexities involved in the implementation of the AR schemes (especially in the scaling of
1.2 Fault Detection

Fault is an issue that results in a complete or partial failure of a piece of equipment, or a specific hardware. A fault in digital world can be described as a bit inversion in hardware, i.e., from 1 to 0 or 0 to 1. As the technology node is scaling down every year, it has become really tedious to design and manufacture complex fault-free integrated circuits (ICs). Also, these devices undergo device degradation over large periods of time. This issue of degradation makes ASICs/FPGAs to be less reliable. In future, when technology node scales down further, i.e., beyond 14 nm, it becomes inevitable to manufacture ASICs/FPGAs with fault-detecting and fault-tolerant capabilities. The following section gives a brief description of some of the common faults and degradation in digital circuits.

1.2.1 Faults and Degradation

Digital circuits are prone to natural errors caused due to alpha particles from package decay, cosmic rays creating energetic neutrons, protons, and thermal neutrons. Degrad-
tion due to faults in digital circuits occur in many ways [16], some of the common ways are as follows:

- A MOS transistor in pinch-off condition or saturation region has hot carriers traveling with saturation velocity that causes parasitic effects at the drain side of the channel. This effect is known as *Hot-Carrier Effect (HCE)*. Due to this effect, charges gets trapped in the gate-channel interface region [17] which in turn leads to increased threshold voltage and degradation in electron mobility of CMOS transistors.

- The gradual electron movement in the conducting wire causes a momentum transfer between electrons and ions of the interconnecting material. This momentum transfer results in *Electromigration* that leads to voids (open circuit) or hillocks (closed circuit) in the interconnects [18].

- When MOS transistors are operated very close to the specified operating voltages or beyond, a conducting path is formed between the gate-oxide to the substrate due the electron tunneling current. This leads to the breakdown of gate oxide due to the long-time application of low electric field and this effect is called as *Time-Dependent Gate Oxide Breakdown or Time-Dependent Dielectric Breakdown (TDDB)* [19, 20].

### 1.2.2 Fault Detection Techniques

There have been a number of works on fault diagnosis in the hardware architectures of different usage models, e.g., for cryptographic applications [21–27]. The two main purposes of fault detection are signaling the supervising process that some action has to be performed for the system to operate correctly and to identify the defective components so that it can be fixed. Typically, these two processes are done simultaneously or done separately involving different strategies. Fault detection strategies can be categorized into the following three types.
1.2 Fault Detection

1.2.2.1 Concurrent Error Detection

Concurrent Error Detection (CED) scheme works based on the following principle. Let us consider a system with an input $i$ that produces an output response $f(i)$. CED technique usually has another unit that independently predicts the output response for every possible input given to the system. A checker unit is finally used to compare the original output and the predicted output. If a mismatch occurs, an error signal is produced. The error coverage efficiency of CED comes with the trade-off with additional area overheads. Over the years various CED techniques have been proposed in literature to design and develop reliable computer systems [28–30]. Error coverage through CED does not have to be limited to area overheads. It is also feasible to detect faults at the expense of delay, i.e., latency or throughput. RERO, RESO and a variant of RESO proposes a technique in which operations are carried out twice [31, 32]. During the first run of operation, original operands are used and during the second run, the operations are encoded in a different way so that the system gives a different output. These two outputs are compared using an appropriate checker unit that produces an error signal if any mismatch occurs.

1.2.2.2 Off-Line Fault Detection

Off-line fault detection is one of the most commonly used fault detection method utilized in identifying the manufacturing defects. This method of fault detection uses external circuitry to identify faults in ASICs or FPGAs when the device is not in operation. Some examples of off-line test circuits are Built-In-Self-Test (BIST) and Automated-Test-Pattern-Generator (ATPG). These devices are built with an external circuit that does the fault detection without involving the original operating circuitry. This off-line system equips the original circuitry (device under test) between a test pattern generator and an output response analyzer. The test pattern generator generates one or more pseudo-random test vectors using Linear Feedback Shift Registers (LFSRs) and loads them into the original circuitry during the test mode. Apart from testing of manufacturing defects, BIST-based models proposed in [33–36] can also be reused for system-level and board-
level testing; this reusing capability reduces the effort required in developing diagnostic routines to test FPGAs in their system mode of operation. To achieve full error coverage, the system will have to test not only the interconnects and logic, but also the configuration network. Most consumer grade FPGAs have this additional testing circuitry built into the development boards. This eradicates the necessity of large number of test configurations. BIST does not interfere with normal operation of the device under test and also covers complicated systems such as clock and PLL networks. The major disadvantage of BIST is that it can detect faults only when the circuit is not operational, i.e., it can detect faults only when a dedicated test mode is run. This is usually done at system startup or when an error event triggers the BIST check.

1.2.2.3 Roving Fault Detection

Roving method of error detection uses operation run-time configurations to acclimatize BIST techniques while the circuit is in operation with very less increase in area cost. In this error detection mechanism, the device under test is divided into few number of regions. One of the regions carries out the testing operation with BIST while the rest of the regions undergo normal desired operations. In due course of time, another region is picked for testing and in this regard, the whole device is tested for faults. The overheads required in this technique are the self-test regions and a controller that manages the swapping process (swapping of regions for testing). However, the overall increase in overheads is proved to be lesser than most modular techniques and is considered to be superior than off-line error detection schemes because the device can be operational while the testing process is carried out. The error detection speed of a roving method depends on the operation time and the speed of the roving cycle. The best roving tests are reported to have less than one second latency [37].
1.3 Objectives

In this thesis, we propose a number of error detection schemes for two different fixed-angle rotation CORDIC designs. The first proposed approach is the Interleaved Scaling CORDIC design which is optimized for low-area realizations. It is noted that we refrain from proposing the detection approaches which are not in-line with the implementation objectives of the respective designs. Therefore, it would only be reasonable to use error detection techniques that do not add unacceptable area overheads which could, potentially, result in impractical realizations. The second design is the Cascaded Single-rotation CORDIC which is optimized for high performance. Thus, error detection schemes which are not burden to the performance of the architectures are proposed.

For the proposed error detection schemes through time redundancy, we base the schemes on detecting both transient and permanent faults, i.e., in the first step, the actual operands are used for the operation run and in the second step, the operands are encoded, e.g., shifted (recomputing with shifted operands, RESO [31]) or rotated (recomputing with rotated operands, RERO [32]), such that the original result is achieved. In these approaches, all the operations are performed twice for error detection in a unit under test; once with the actual operands ($n$ bits) and one more time with shifted (rotated) operands by $k$ bits. As the values of $n$ and $k$ increase, the hardware and time complexities increase. RERO also needs two operation runs; however, for the recomputation run, the operands are rotated. We note that we pinpoint the architectures for which these schemes are utilized and we also propose variants of the RESO scheme through which the hardware overhead is reduced.

The proposed approaches are not confined to the aforementioned architectures and can be modified based on the required performance, reliability, and implementation metrics for constrained applications. The contributions of this thesis are summarized as follows:

- We propose error detection approaches for two variants of the CORDIC algorithm (Interleaved Scaling and Cascaded Single-rotation CORDIC) considering the reliability and performance metrics objectives. Unified and combined signature-based approaches (including modified self-checking based on two-rail encoding) are used
in conjunction with performance boost modifications to achieve high throughput architectures while maintaining high error coverage. Variants of recomputing with encoded operands on a number of architectures within the CORDIC algorithm are presented as well.

- Through error simulations, we benchmark the error detection capabilities of the proposed schemes. The results of these simulations show acceptable error detection capabilities, ensuring reliability of the proposed approaches.

- We implement the proposed fault immune architectures on Xilinx FPGA families. Our results show that the proposed efficient error detection architectures can be feasibly utilized for reliable architectures making them suitable for the required performance, reliability, and implementation metrics for constrained applications.
1.4 Thesis Outline

The structure of the thesis is as follows:

- **CHAPTER 2**: This chapter explains the basic CORDIC algorithm used for rotation of vectors on a two-dimensional plane followed by a detailed description of CORDIC algorithm used for fixed angle applications. In addition, this chapter also presents a brief overview of CORDIC architecture with Interleaved Scaling and Single Rotation Cascaded CORDIC design.

- **CHAPTER 3**: In this chapter, we present the proposed hardware and time redundant error detection approaches for fixed-angle rotation CORDIC algorithms.

- **CHAPTER 4**: The fault model used for testing the proposed designs is discussed in this chapter. The chapter also presents the error coverage results of both hardware and time redundant error detection schemes.

- **CHAPTER 5**: The FPGA benchmarks of two different FPGAs (Xilinx Spartan-3A DSP and Virtex-4) for the proposed architectures are discussed in this chapter.

- **CHAPTER 6**: Conclusions and possible future work are presented in this chapter.
Chapter 2

Preliminaries

2.1 Basic CORDIC Algorithm for Vector Rotation

The rotation of a two-dimensional vector $V_o(X_o, Y_o)$ through an angle $\theta$, to obtain a rotated vector $V_n(X_n, Y_n)$, as shown in Fig. 2.1, could be performed by the matrix product, $V_n = RV_o$, where $R$ is the rotation matrix and is given by the below equation,

$$R = \begin{bmatrix} \cos\theta & -\sin\theta \\ \sin\theta & \cos\theta \end{bmatrix}.$$

Also, the equations corresponding to $X_n$ and $Y_n$ are as follows.

$$X_n = X_o \cdot \cos\theta - Y_o \cdot \sin\theta$$

$$Y_n = Y_o \cdot \cos\theta + X_o \cdot \sin\theta$$

The above equations are rearranged as follows.

$$X_n = \cos\theta [X_o - Y_o \cdot \tan\theta]$$

$$Y_n = \cos\theta [Y_o + X_o \cdot \tan\theta]$$

If the rotation angles are limited such that $\tan\theta = \pm 2^{-i}$, the multiplication by the tangent term is reduced to simple shift operation. Arbitrary angles of rotation are obtainable by performing a series of successively smaller elementary rotations. If decision
2.1 Basic CORDIC Algorithm for Vector Rotation

![Diagram](image)

Figure 2.1: Rotation of vector on a two-dimensional plane.

at each iterations (i) signifies the direction to rotate rather than whether or not to rotate, then the \(\cos(\delta i)\) term becomes a constant because \(\cos(\delta i) = \cos(-\delta i)\). The equations for the iterative rotation can now be expressed as,

\[
X_{i+1} = K_i[X_i - Y_i.d_i.2^{(-i)}]
\]

\[
Y_{i+1} = K_i[Y_i + X_i.d_i.2^{(-i)}]
\]

where, \(K_i = \cos(\tan^{-1}2^{(-i)}) = 1/\sqrt{(1 + 2^{(-2i)})}\) and \(d_i = \pm 1\).

Removing the scale constant form the iterative equations yields a shift-add algorithm for vector rotation. The product of the \(K_i\)'s can be applied elsewhere in the system or treated as part of a system processing gain. That product approaches 0.6073 as the number of iterations goes to infinity. Therefore, the rotation algorithm has a gain, \(A_n\), of approximately 1.647. The exact gain depends on the number of iterations, and obeys the relation,

\[
A_n = \prod_{i=1}^{n} \sqrt{1 + 2^{(-2i)}}
\]

The angle of a composite rotation is uniquely defined by the sequence of the directions of the elementary rotations. That sequence can be represented by a decision vector. The
set of all possible decision vectors is an angular measurement system based on binary arc tangents. Conversions between this angular system and any other system can be accomplished using a look-up table. A better conversion method uses an additional adder-subtractor that accumulates the elementary rotation angles at each iteration. The elementary angles can be expressed in any convenient angular unit. Those angular values are supplied by a small lookup table (one entry per iteration) or are hardwired, depending on the implementation. The angle accumulator adds a third difference equations to the CORDIC algorithm. Of course, in cases where the angle is useful in the arctangent base, this extra element is not needed.

\[ Z_{i+1} = Z_i - d_i \tan^{-1}(2^{-i}) \]

The CORDIC algorithm works in two modes: (a) the first mode is denoted as the rotating mode, where the input vector with coordinates \((x, y)\) is rotated by an input angle \(\theta\) to achieve the new vector with coordinates \((x', y')\), and (b) the second mode of operation is the vectoring mode, where the input vector is rotated to \(x\)-axis while returning the angle \(\theta\) as output is required to make that rotation. In rotation mode of CORDIC algorithm, the angle accumulator is initialized with the desired rotation angle. The rotation decision at each iteration is made to diminish the magnitude of the residual angle in the angle accumulator. The decision at each iteration is therefore based on the sign of the residual angle after each step. Naturally, if the input angle is already expressed in the binary arctangent base, the angle accumulator may be eliminated. For rotation mode, the CORDIC equations are as follows.

\[ X_{i+1} = X_i - Y_i \cdot d_i \cdot 2^{-i} \]
\[ Y_{i+1} = Y_i + X_i \cdot d_i \cdot 2^{-i} \]
\[ Z_{i+1} = Z_i - d_i \tan^{-1}(2^{-i}) \]

where, \(d_i = -1\), if \(Z_i < 0, +1\) otherwise.

The above equations are realized in digital world with only adders/subtractors and shifters as shown in Fig. 2.2.
2.2 CORDIC Design for Fixed-Angle of Rotations

The CORDIC architecture for fixed angle of rotations is shown in Fig. 2.3. Since the angle of rotation for the fixed rotation case is known beforehand, precomputations can be done and respective values can be stored (these values can be stored in a sign-bit register (SBR) in the CORDIC architecture). The rotation through any angle \( \theta \), \( 0 < \theta < 2\pi \), can be mapped into a positive rotation through \( 0 < \theta < \frac{\pi}{4} \) without any extra arithmetic operations \([38]\). Therefore, the rotation mapping is done so that the rotation angle lies in the range of \( 0 < \theta < \frac{\pi}{4} \). The equations for CORDIC operations gets reduced as follows.

\[
X_{i+1} = X_i - Y_i d_i 2^{k(-i)}
\]

\[
Y_{i+1} = Y_i + X_i d_i 2^{k(-i)}
\]

The accuracy of CORDIC algorithm is based on how closely the resultant rotation due to all micro-rotations approximates to the desired angle which, in turn, determines the deviation of actual rotation vector form the estimated value. Now that the elementary angles and direction of micro-rotations are determined beforehand for the given angle of rotation, the datapath in which angle estimation is performed is not required for

\[
\begin{align*}
x_i & \quad \Rightarrow \quad X_i \\
y_i & \quad \Rightarrow \quad Y_i \\
w_i & \quad \Rightarrow \quad w_i \\
\text{sign}(w_i) & \quad \Rightarrow \quad \text{the sign bit} \\
\arctan(2^{-i}) & \quad \Rightarrow \quad \text{the arctangent value}
\end{align*}
\]
fixed and known angle CORDIC rotations. Furthermore, since we are dealing with only few elementary angles, the corresponding control-bits can be stored in ROM of smaller size. Therefore, the ROM will have the control-bits for the number of micro-rotations to be performed whereas the SBR will have the directions of the micro-rotations. Fig. 2.4 shows a sample CORDIC circuit for complex constant multiplications. The hardware complexities in a CORDIC circuit increases due to the use of barrel shifters. The complexity increases with the word length linearly and also with the number of shifts logarithmically. This can be minimized by hardware pre-shifting as shown in Fig. 2.5. If $L$ is the total length of the word, $l$ is the minimum number of shifts and $s$ is the maximum number of shifts, it is enough to load only $(L - l)$ most significant bits to the barrel-shifter and the barrel shifter has to implement only $(s - l)$ shifts. This is because $l$ number of less significant bits will get truncated during shifting operation. The remaining bits are hardwired with 0 before loading it into the adder/subtractor units. This method will also reduce the total propagation delay of the shifters, as the delay is proportional to the word size.
2.2 CORDIC Design for Fixed-Angle of Rotations

Figure 2.4: Sample CORDIC circuit for constant complex multiplications

Figure 2.5: CORDIC circuit with hardwired pre-shifting technique
2.3 Single Rotation Cascaded CORDIC

The advantage of hardwired pre-shifting is that the micro-rotations can be implemented in separate cascade modules. This would provide high throughput as the modules are inherently pipelined. This design can be implemented without hampering the accuracy of CORDIC rotations by employing cascaded multi-stage CORDIC comprising of either single rotation cells or bi-rotation cells. In this thesis, we propose error detection schemes for single-rotation cascade CORDIC and interleaved scaling CORDIC architectures and hence, we consider only single-rotation cascade CORDIC here. A multi-stage-cascaded pipelined-CORDIC circuit consisting of single-rotation modules is shown in Fig. 2.6. The cascaded implementation of CORDIC circuit has multiple stages, each stage consisting of a dedicated rotation module that performs a specific micro-rotation. The structure and function of a rotation-module is depicted in Fig. 2.6 as well. Each rotation-module consists of only one pair of adders or subtractors (depending on the direction of micro-rotation which it is required to implement) apart from a pair of pipelining registers. Each of the adders/subtractors loads one of the pair of inputs directly and loads the other input in a pre-shifted form in \((L - s(i))\) LSB locations, where \(s(i)\) is the number of right-shifts required to be performed to implement the \(i\)-th micro-rotation. The \(s(i)\) numbers of MSB bit locations are set to zero. Here, the rotation modules does not require SBR input, as each adder module will perform either addition or subtraction. This model also does not require barrel shifters, MUXes or ROM since all the shifting operations are hardwired and there is no feedback path in the circuit. The output of each stage is connected to the input of the subsequent stage as shown in the Fig. 2.6.

2.4 CORDIC with Interleaved Scaling

Finally, in this CORDIC architecture, the micro-rotations and scaling of the pseudo-rotated vector are performed in alternate cycles in an interleaved fashion as shown in Fig. 2.7(a). The micro-rotations and scaling can also be performed in two separate stages, however, in this thesis we consider CORDIC designs that perform micro-rotations with
interleaved scaling. This design requires an additional line-changer circuitry to alter the un-shifted data (direct) input. The critical path is maintained the same as the ordinary CORDIC circuit by placing the line-changer circuit on the un-shifted input data line. Fig. 2.7(b) depicts the structure and the operation of a line-changer circuit. The line-changer circuit has two pairs of tri-state buffers used in selecting the right output at channels \( Y_1 \) and \( Y_2 \) for every clock cycle. The function of tri-state buffers and the control-bit is as follows. If the control-bit is 1, then channels \( Y_1 \) and \( Y_2 \) are connected with inputs \( X_1 \) and \( X_2 \) respectively, i.e., the design performs micro-rotations; besides, if the control-bit is 0, then channels \( Y_1 \) and \( Y_2 \) are connected with inputs \( X_2 \) and \( X_1 \) respectively such that the circuit does shift-add operations. The control-bit is generated by a T-FF (toggle flip-flop) as the control-bit value toggles every clock cycle. Apart from the line-changer circuit, this design also requires an additional ROM.
Figure 2.7: CORDIC architecture for interleaved implementation of micro-rotations as well as scaling circuit. (a) The CORDIC circuit, and (b) the structure and function of line-changer.
Chapter 3

Proposed Error Detection Schemes

Concurrent error detection (CED) is the most widely used error detection scheme in complex VLSI systems. It is well-known that hardware and time redundancy schemes are two variants of CED, requiring either redundancy in hardware, i.e., increase in area and consequently power consumption, e.g., through error detection codes such as hamming codes and parity, or redundancy in time, adding negligible area at the expense of higher total time (throughput and latency) [39, 40].

In this section, through signature-based schemes and recomputing with encoded operands approaches, both transient and permanent faults can be detected. In what follows, we present error detection techniques for single rotation cascade CORDIC architecture, and structures with Interleaved Scaling. Since single rotation cascade CORDIC is optimized for high performance, we propose signature-based approaches; nonetheless, since CORDIC with Interleaved Scaling is optimized for low area, we present recomputing with encoded operands schemes.

3.1 Unified Signature-based Scheme for Single Rotation Cascaded CORDIC

CORDIC is an iterative approach and hence, even a single stuck-at fault may lead to erroneous (multi-bit) result (the error may also propagate to the circuitry which lies ahead
of the affected location, with the domino effect propagated system-wise). The critical elements in single rotation cascaded CORDIC architecture are the datapath registers and adder/subtractor modules. Therefore, signatures (single-bit, multiple-bit, or interleaved parity, cyclic redundancy check, and the like, to name a few) are employed for all the registers. Moreover, self-checking adders based on dual-rail encoding are included for the adder/subtractor modules. Fig. 3.1 shows the high level error detection design for single rotation CORDIC with shared error detection modules. The registers and adder/subtractor modules are available in all the rotation modules of the architecture. Therefore, the above mentioned error detection setup is used for all rotation modules. The following section explains the error detection procedure in detail.

### 3.1.1 Signature-based Checking for Datapath Registers

CED through signatures for registers are utilized throughout the architectures. The error is detected by comparing the actual signature, e.g., parity, of the value stored in the register to the predicted one. The registers are responsible for randomizing the error propagation in the design; therefore, it is critical to have the faults detected in the datapath registers. The resulting error indication flags are derived to alert even if a single error is detected, as shown in Fig. 3.1. The computed signature is compared with the predicted value using an XOR gate and if there is any change in the value, the error indication flag is raised. However, the critical compromise here is the error coverage, e.g., single parity-bit error detection technique might have low error coverage for critically-sensitive applications (the merit here is the iterative nature of CORDIC which gives confidence on high error coverage). It is emphasized that the approach here is general and is not confined to a specific CED approach, and can be tailored based on the resources available and the error coverage to achieve.
Figure 3.1: Error detection in single rotation cascaded CORDIC through unified signature-based scheme.
3.1 Unified Signature-based Scheme for Single Rotation Cascaded CORDIC

3.1.2 Self-Checking Adder and Subtractor Modules based on Two-Rail Encoding

Arithmetic operations need reliable, fast, and fault-free architectures in VLSI systems [41]. Many adder designs have been proposed [42]; yet, in our design, we use carry-select type adders for their high speed and low area. It is well-known that in a carry-select adder, adders compute sum and carry for the two alternatives of the input carry, i.e., “0” and “1”. The carry-out of each section has to ripple through multiplexers to select the appropriate ripple carry adder.

As discussed above, due to the decrease in the dimensions of transistors, there is a tremendous increase in the probability of transient fault occurrence in today’s modern VLSI systems [43]. Over the years, various types of adders with self-checking capability for online error detection have been proposed [44–52]. We propose using self-checking carry-select adder designs based on a series of cascaded totally self-checking 2-bit adders.

The self-checking adder design used in the single rotation cascaded CORDIC architecture is shown Fig. 3.1. XNOR gates and two-pair two-rail (TPTR) checkers are the additional resources utilized for error detection. The checker has two pairs of inputs \((x_0, y_0)\) and \((x_1, y_1)\). The inputs are driven in such a way that in the fault free scenario, \(x_0 = y_0'\) and \(x_1 = y_1'\). This is performed using XNOR gates and appropriate connections as explained in the following. There are two outputs from the checker and the outputs are also in two-rail form as the inputs, i.e., \(z_0 = z_1'\). Therefore, two of the output combinations 01 and 10 are considered valid fault-free codewords whereas the remaining two output combinations 00 and 11 are considered non-valid and indicate presence of faults.

In fault-free scenario, \(x_0\) and \(y_0\) should be complementary to each other and similarly \(x_1\) and \(y_1\). This ensures that the output of the checker is also received in two-rail form, i.e., \(z_0 = z_1'\). Even if one of the inputs of the checker has a fault, the output is not in two-rail form and thus an error indication flag is raised to indicate that a fault has been incurred in the system.

Let us consider \(S00\) and \(S01\) are the sum outputs of the two full adders with inputs \((A0, B0)\) and \((A1, B1)\) and carry-in equal to “0”. The corresponding carry-out signals
are C01 and C02. Similarly, S10 and S11 are the two sum outputs of the full adders with inputs (A0, B0) and (A1, B1) and carry-in equal to "1". The carry-out signals in this case would be C11 and C12. In a fault-free scenario, it is shown in [53] that the sum bits S00 and S10 are always complementary to each other. Therefore, these two signals are directly fed into the TPTR checker as inputs $x_0$ and $y_0$. Furthermore, it is also proven in [53] that S01 is always complementary to the Ex-NOR of S00 and S11 in a valid scenario. Thus, signal S01 and signal (S00 Ex-NOR S11) form the other two complementary input pairs to the checker, i.e., $x_1$ and $y_1$. Thus, it is ensured to receive the output of the TPTR checker in two-rail form.

A variant of self-checking adder design utilizes two $n$-bit ripple carry adders to precompute the sum bits with complemented values of $C_{in}$, i.e., 0 and 1, and the original value of $C_{in}$ is used to select the actual sum bits [54]. We employ this new adder in
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the single rotation cascaded CORDIC architecture and evaluate its performance and efficiency. Fig. 3.2 shows the design module of a 4-bit self-checking carry-select adder; an n-bit model of the same design module is employed in place of the adder/subtractor unit in the single rotation cascaded CORDIC circuit. The area overhead of this new adder design is found to be in the range of 20%-35% based on the input bit-size. An important modification done in this new adder is the inputs that are given to the TPTR checker. Let us consider $S_{0N}$ is the sum output of the full adder with inputs $(A_n, B_n)$ with the initial $C_{in}$ equal to “0”. An XNOR operation is performed between $S_{0N}$ and the product of all the lower sum bits computed in the full adders at the initial $C_{in} = \text{“0”}$. The output of the XNOR is given as one of the inputs to the TPTR checker, say $x_0$. The other input ($y_0$) is the sum output $S_{1N}$ of the full adder with inputs $(A_n, B_n)$ with the initial $C_{in}$ equal to “1”. The output of the XNOR and $S_{1N}$ is always complementary to each other and, hence, is chosen as the inputs to the TPTR checker. For example, at bit-position “3” – one input to the checker will be equal to $S03 \text{ Ex-NOR (S00 AND S01 AND S02)}$ whereas the other complementary input will be equal to $S13$. As a result, there will be 2 Ex-NORs per TPTR checker as opposed to 1 ex-NOR per TPTR checker in the previous adder design which is one of the reason for additional area cost. Moreover, in this adder design, several AND gates are utilized for computing the product of all the lower sum bits computed in the full adders at the initial $C_{in} = \text{“0”}$ which adds to the extra area overhead.

3.2 Recomputing with Encoded Operands for Interleaved Scaling CORDIC

In this section, the CORDIC architecture for fixed-angle of rotation with Interleaved Scaling is designed through recomputing with encoded operands, e.g., RESO, RERO, and variants of RESO, as shown in Fig. 3.3 with the locations of the error detection modules shaded. Since this approach takes more number of cycles for completion, the architecture is pipelined in the following fashion to increase the throughput.
registers are added to sub-pipeline the design which help in dividing the timing into sub-parts. The original operands are fed in during the first cycle. During the second cycle, the second half of the circuit operates on the original operands and the first half is fed in with the rotated operands.

### 3.2.1 Variants of Recomputing with Encoded Operands

In what follows, we propose a number of detection schemes for both transient and permanent faults. We have utilized RESO which performs the recomputation step with shifted operands, i.e., all operands are shifted left or right by \( k \) bits. This method is efficient in detecting \( k \) consecutive logic errors and \( k - 1 \) arithmetic errors. For the CORDIC architecture, let us assume \( f \) is the function performed on operands \( x \) and \( y \) such that \( f(x, y) \) is the result of the operation which is stored in a register. The same operation is performed again with \( x \) and \( y \) shifted by certain number of bits. This new result \( f'(x, y) \) is stored in a new register. The original result \( f(x, y) \) can be obtained by shifting \( f'(x, y) \) in the opposite direction to that of the operands if and only if there are no defects. If there are any defects, the value stored in \( f'(x, y) \) can never be restored back to \( f(x, y) \) by shifting the value in the opposite direction. The proposed error detection process of CORDIC in RESO can be demonstrated using a simple register as follows. Let a register \( R_1 \) contain a permanent stuck-at-one fault at “bit 3” position. Moreover, let us assume that the register is supposed to hold the value \( 000000011_2 \) (3\(_{10}\)) in the original run and the stuck-at-fault changes the value in the register to \( 000001011_2 \) (11\(_{10}\)). During the recomputation step, the value in the register is shifted one bit to the left which leads to \( 000010110_2 \) instead of \( 000000110_2 \) (6\(_{10}\)). Assuming that the same result as \( f(x) \) can be achieved by shifting \( f'(x) \) in the opposite direction, we can detect the faults. As shown in Fig. 3.3, the size of registers, adder/subtractor modules, and ROM are increased to \( (n + k) \) number of bits. In our design, the RESO method applied is for one shift; yet, the approach is general. The recomputation step takes \( (n + k) \) bit operation time in this technique.

For the CORDIC architecture, our utilized RESO requires \( (n + k) \) number of bits for
Figure 3.3: Error detection in fixed-angle of rotation CORDIC design with Interleaved Scaling.
its operation in order to preserve the $k$ number of bits moving out. In this thesis, we also employ a RESO variant for the CORDIC architecture with Interleaved Scaling. This method is a modified version of the RESO scheme and the modification done is that the bits that are shifted out are not preserved. This signifies that the total number of bits required for operation is only “$n$" bits and, hence, the architecture becomes less involved. Let us assume $f(x)$ is the output of the system (the CORDIC architecture, for instance) when running with the original operands, and $f'(x)$ is the output when running with the shifted operands (say left shift by $k$ bits). Normally to detect faults, $f'(x)$ is shifted back in the opposite direction as the operands (right shift) and the error indication flag is raised if $f(x)$ is not retrieved from $f'(x)$. However, in modified RESO, only $(n-k)$ LSBs of $f(x)$ is compared with the shifted $(n-k)$ LSBs of $f'(x)$ for error detection. The point to note here is that the operands are left shifted during recomputation step. If the operands are shifted in right direction during recomputation run, then $f'(x)$ is shifted in left direction to retrieve $(n-k)$ MSBs of $f(x)$ and, consequently, $(n-k)$ MSBs are compared for error detection. This approach is a compromise between area/power consumption and error coverage, based on the architecture objectives and requirements. For example, let the operand be $11110011_2$ ($243_{10}$) in the original run which gets shifted left by 2-bits during the recomputation step. Therefore, during the recomputation run, the operand will be $11001100_2$ ($204_{10}$) and not $1111001100_2$ ($972_{10}$).

For the CORDIC architecture, in RESO method, when $n$-bit operand is shifted left by $k$ bits, the operand’s leftmost $k$ bits, i.e., the ‘$k$’ number of most significant bits, shift out. In order to preserve the moving out bits, all the units in the datapath are required to handle $(n+k)$ bits, i.e., the adders, registers, and shifters. For example, if the original unit has 32 bits and if ‘$k$’ is equal to 16, then, the new unit for recomputation should be equal to 48 bits. In RERO, the sizes of the adders, registers, and rotators increase only by one bit, i.e., $n+1$ bits. It is proven that the RERO method effectively detects $(k \mod n)$ consecutive logical errors and $(k \mod (n+1) -1)$ consecutive faults in arithmetic operations, where “$n$” is the length of original operands [32]. The first challenge in RERO for the CORDIC architecture is to avoid the interaction between the most significant bit
of the original operand and the least significant bit of the original operand during the recomputation operation. This is accomplished by adding an extra bit to the original operands in the most significant position before the rotate operation is performed (the value of this bit will be equal to “0”). For the CORDIC architecture, this ensures that there is no carry-out to the LSB from this bit during the recomputation step. The second challenge in RERO for the CORDIC architecture is to ensure that the carry-out from the MSB of the rotated operand is connected with the carry-in of the LSB of the same rotated operand. Finally, we note that we propose performance enhancements through sub-pipelining to increase the frequency and alleviate the throughput overhead as part of the FPGA implementations. In the original run, the carry-out from the physical MSB to the physical LSB will be always be equal to “0” as an extra-bit(#) with value “0” is already included. During the recomputation step, the MSB of the rotated operand may generate the carry-out and is correctly applied to the LSB via the connection.

The recomputation time for RERO will be equal to $n$-bit operation time which is lesser than the $(n+k)$ bit operation time taken by the RESO method. Let a register R2 contain a permanent stuck-at-zero fault at bit-3 position. Also, let us assume that the register is supposed to hold the value $110001111_2 (399_{10})$ in the original run and the stuck-at-fault changes the value in the register to $110000111_2 (391_{10})$. During the recomputation step, the value in the register is rotated one bit to the left which leads to $100000111_2 (263_{10})$ instead of $100011111_2 (287_{10})$. Assuming that the same result as $f(x)$ can be achieved by rotating $f'(x)$ in the opposite direction, we can detect the faults using a simple XOR gate where $f(x)$ and $f'(x)$ signifies the result of the operation with original and rotated operands respectively.

### 3.2.2 Data Reliability and Availability

Suppose one pipeline-register has been placed to sub-pipeline the structures to break the timing path to approximately equal halves. Let us denote the two halves of pipelined stages by $\Omega_1$ and $\Omega_2$. The original input is first applied to the architecture and in the second cycle, while the second half of the circuit executes the first input, the encoded
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Figure 3.4: Data reliability and availability compromise through sub-pipelining.

variant of the first input is fed to the first half of the circuit. This trend (which can be
scaled to \( n \) stages) is consecutively executed for normal (N) and encoded (E) operands
for \( \Omega_n \) stages. Such approach ensures lower degradation in the throughput (and achieving
higher frequencies) at the expense of more area overhead. Fig. 3.4 shows two possibilities
for such a scheme. In the first one, output data availability has precedence over reliability
(while both are achieved, the output data are derived first and fault diagnosis is performed
after). Nevertheless, in the second approach, error detection is performed for each sub-
segment of input data while the entire output is derived after such an order is followed.
Depending on the requirements in terms of reliability and availability, one can tailor
these approaches to fulfill such constraints, e.g., the third part of Fig. 3.4 in which an
illustrative compromise is seen where two sub-segments are considered.
Chapter 4

Error Simulations

In general, faults that occur in a digital system is categorized into two types, permanent and transient faults. Permanent faults occur due to manufacturing process or faulty components. These faults are persistent and will continue to exist until the faulty components are replaced or fixed. Transient faults occur mainly due to environmental conditions like electromagnetic interference and cosmic rays. These faults are said to account for approximately 80% of field failures in digital systems [55, 56]. Therefore, we go for an in-built error detection system that identifies these faults. Now, to assess the fault detection capabilities of the proposed error detection structures, fault injection simulations are performed.

The proposed error detection schemes are capable of detecting both permanent and transient faults that occur due to unexpected fault attacks and natural faults. In our simulations, we consider both single and multiple stuck-at fault scenarios. Through simulations, it is derived that the proposed error detection schemes detect all single stuck-at faults. Nevertheless, in our fault model, the case for which multiple bits are flipped is also considered, thereby providing a more real-world scenario to the error structures. The fault model applied for evaluating the proposed error schemes has been realized through linear feedback shift registers (LFSRs) to generate pseudo-random test patterns. LFSRs are used at different parts of the system in the following fashion. 16-bit LFSRs are used for adder/subtractor modules and registers and for the ROM, a 3-bit LFSR is used. The
16-bit LFSR is implemented with the polynomial $x^{16} + x^{13} + x^{11} + 1$, whereas the 3-bit LFSR has the polynomial $x^3 + x^2 + 1$. The LFSR outputs have been either ANDed or ORed with the actual outputs to generate transient fault patterns.

Three different test cases have been used for fault simulations. In the first case, one fault is injected into the entire system either in the output of the register or adder/subtractor or in the output of the ROM. In the second case, two faults are injected in different combinations of adder, register, and ROM. Finally, in the third case, three faults are injected. In total, 10,000 faults are injected using the above-mentioned test cases. For each injection, error indication flag is observed and the result demonstrates a very high fault coverage of close to 100% (99.99%). We note that the signature-based error checking technique provides 100% coverage of single stuck-at faults and for multiple stuck-at faults, this technique has slightly lower coverage but close to 100%. The RERO, RESO, and modified variant of RESO provide full fault coverage of 100%, based on our simulations. However, it is noted that in fault checking, modified RESO ignores a specific number of bits (which get shifted during the recomputation step) [with the advantage of low overhead]. Therefore, if error occurs in those bits, the modified RESO is not able to identify the errors. This is a compromise based on reliability objectives and overhead tolerance and in applications where 100% fault coverage is necessary, it would be only ideal to use RERO or RESO.
Chapter 5

FPGA Implementations and Benchmark

In this section, we present the overheads attained due to the proposed error detection schemes through FPGA implementations. We implement the proposed designs over two diverse families of Xilinx FPGAs, i.e., Spartan-3A and Virtex-4, and discuss the overhead assessment results. This analysis is performed for the original CORDIC designs and also for the CORDIC designs with the proposed error detection structures using Xilinx ISE for Spartan-3A (XC3SD1800A-4FG676) and Virtex-4 (XC4VSX35-10FF668). The original CORDIC architectures, i.e., Single Rotation Cascaded CORDIC and CORDIC with Interleaved Scaling, and the proposed error detection methods have been considered for this assessment.

For Single Rotation Cascaded CORDIC, the designs are divided into seven rotation modules and each rotation module has two self-checking or ordinary adder/subtractor modules. Similarly, CORDIC with Interleaved Scaling has two adder/subtractor modules with a ROM. Each of these parts are designed separately and are port-mapped at the top-level. The overheads are benchmarked for each error scheme as shown in Tables 5.1 and 5.2. The throughput is degraded more for the schemes based on recomputing with encoded operands as two iterations with original and modified (shifted or rotated) operands have to be performed. However, as mentioned before, the performance degra-
Table 5.1: Performance degradation comparison for the proposed signature-based error detection schemes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Design</th>
<th>Xilinx Spartan-3A DSP</th>
<th>Xilinx Virtex-4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Throughput (Mbps) [deg.]</td>
<td>Throughput (Mbps) [deg.]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Original(^1)</td>
<td>576.0</td>
<td>916.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proposed(^2)</td>
<td>572.8 (0.56%)</td>
<td>907.2 (1.06%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1. Single Rotation Cascaded CORDIC.
2. Proposed Signature-based Error Detection Scheme

Table 5.2: Performance degradation comparison for the proposed recomputing with encoded operands schemes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Design</th>
<th>Xilinx Spartan-3A DSP</th>
<th>Xilinx Virtex-4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Throughput (Gbps) [deg.]</td>
<td>Throughput (Gbps) [deg.]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Original(^3)</td>
<td>2.58</td>
<td>5.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RERO</td>
<td>2.40 (7.0%)</td>
<td>4.39 (14.4%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RESO</td>
<td>2.53 (1.9%)</td>
<td>4.40 (14.2%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Modified RESO</td>
<td>2.25 (12.8%)</td>
<td>3.66 (28.7%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3. CORDIC design with Interleaved Scaling.

The area in terms of number of slices, power consumption at 100 MHz frequency, and the maximum operating frequency are shown in Tables 5.3 and 5.4. As seen in these tables, the lowest area and power consumption overheads are for the modified RESO approach, which is suitable for constrained applications. For hardware redundant scheme, the area overhead is in the range of approximately 1% and 16% for Spartan-3A DSP and Virtex-4 FPGAs, respectively. Likewise, the delay overheads for recomputing with encoded operands schemes are determined to be in the range of approximately 2-12% for Spartan-3A DSP and and 14-28% for Virtex-4 FPGAs.

The area in terms of number of slices, power consumption at 100 MHz frequency, and the maximum operating frequency are shown in Tables 5.3 and 5.4. As seen in these tables, the lowest area and power consumption overheads are for the modified RESO approach, which is suitable for constrained applications. For hardware redundant scheme, the area overhead is in the range of approximately 1% and 16% for Spartan-3A DSP and Virtex-4. For time redundant schemes, the area overheads are lesser than the hardware redundant schemes and are in the range of 1-7% for Spartan-3A DSP and 6-12% for Virtex-4. The power consumption overheads are also in the order of 1-8% for hardware redundant schemes and 3-6% for time redundant schemes. Furthermore, maximum frequency degradation are in the range of 1-8% for hardware redundant schemes...
Table 5.3: Area, power, and delay overheads comparison for signature-based schemes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Design</th>
<th>Xilinx Spartan-3A DSP (XC3SD1800A-4FG676)</th>
<th>Power (mW)</th>
<th>Area (no. of slices)</th>
<th>Max. Frequency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Original¹</td>
<td>119</td>
<td>507</td>
<td>36</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proposed² (8.40%)</td>
<td>129</td>
<td>510 (0.6%)</td>
<td>39 (8.3%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Design</td>
<td>Xilinx Virtex-4 (XC4VSX35-10FF668)</td>
<td>Original¹</td>
<td>454.26</td>
<td>473</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proposed² (1.63%)</td>
<td>461.68 (1.63%)</td>
<td>553 (16.91%)</td>
<td>56.7 (1.05%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1. Single Rotation Cascaded CORDIC
2. Proposed Signature-based Error Detection Scheme

Table 5.4: Overheads for the proposed recomputing with encoded operands schemes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Design</th>
<th>Xilinx Spartan-3A DSP (XC3SD1800A-4FG676)</th>
<th>Power (mW)</th>
<th>Area (no. of slices)</th>
<th>Max. Frequency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Original³</td>
<td>120.66</td>
<td>270</td>
<td>165.02</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RERO</td>
<td>124.81 (3.43%)</td>
<td>288 (6.67%)</td>
<td>143.53 (13%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RESO</td>
<td>125.42 (3.94%)</td>
<td>289 (7.04%)</td>
<td>144.09 (12.7%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Modified RESO</td>
<td>124.63 (3.29%)</td>
<td>274 (1.48%)</td>
<td>144.45 (12.5%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Design</td>
<td>Xilinx Virtex-4 (XC4VSX35-10FF668)</td>
<td>Original³</td>
<td>460</td>
<td>265</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RERO</td>
<td>469.42 (2.04%)</td>
<td>299 (12.83%)</td>
<td>264.4 (19.5%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RESO</td>
<td>488.2 (6.13%)</td>
<td>299 (12.83%)</td>
<td>250.34 (23.8%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Modified RESO</td>
<td>476.08 (3.5%)</td>
<td>283 (6.7%)</td>
<td>234.37 (28.6%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3. CORDIC design with Interleaved Scaling.

As seen in Tables 5.1 to 5.4, the proposed error detection methodologies for CORDIC designs provide high error coverage at the expense of negligible and acceptable overheads on hardware platforms (Xilinx Spartan and Virtex FPGAs), which make the architectures for CORDIC designs with fixed-angle of rotation more reliable. Finally, we would like to emphasize that for application-specific integrated circuit (ASIC) platforms and other FPGA families, we expect similar results as the proposed schemes are platform-oblivious. One can refer to [57]-[74] for similar sub-block works on fault detection in cryptography.
Chapter 6

Conclusion

We have presented efficient error detection schemes for two variants of CORDIC designs with fixed-angle of rotation, i.e., the Cascaded Single-rotation CORDIC and the Interleaved Scaling CORDIC. Since the Cascaded Single-rotation CORDIC is optimized for high-performance applications, signature-based error detection schemes have been proposed which degrade the performance of the system only to a negligible extent. The Interleaved Scaling CORDIC is optimized for low-area applications; thus, design-space explorations of variants of recomputing with encoded operands have been presented. The simulation results show that high fault coverage (very close to 100%) is achieved for the injected faults through the proposed error detection schemes. Furthermore, the error detection structures have been implemented on two different FPGA families, i.e., Xilinx Spartan-3A DSP and Virtex-4. The hardware implementation assessments show that the overheads gained by the error detection structures are in the acceptable range. Thus, the proposed hardware architectures for fixed-angle of rotation CORDIC designs provide reliable and efficient structures which can be tailored based on the reliability requirements and the overhead tolerance.

6.1 Future Work

In this thesis, only two different models of CORDIC algorithm are considered for fault detection. However, there are several other models of fixed-angle rotation CORDIC
designs in literature such as cascaded CORDIC with bi-rotation cells and CORDIC design with separate scaling and micro-rotation stages that require efficient fault detection methodologies. Bi-rotation CORDIC are employed in fields where high throughput and low latency are critical. Likewise, CORDIC with separate scaling and micro-rotation stages finds its applications where high area overheads are forbidden. Therefore, this research can be further extended by designing efficient and appropriate fault detection mechanisms for these new variants of known and fixed angle vector rotation CORDIC structures with area and time complexities in the tolerable range. In addition, future research work can be directed towards exploring newer fault detection techniques like roving and off-line error detection schemes for CORDIC designs with lower overheads and better error detection rate.
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